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ABSTRACTS

traditional VN tests, the antibody titre was expressed as the highest

ponies received a placebo. All ponies were experimentally infected

serum dilution causing 50% inhibition (IC50).

with a field EHV-1 strain (5e07 TCID50/pony). Clinical signs of dis-

Results: Titres of EHV-1 PV were optimised and PVNT success-

ease, virus shedding and blood/cell associated viraemia were re-

fully performed and compared with a conventional EHV-1 VN assay

corded and measured for 3 weeks.

(r=0.82).

Results: Serum GCV concentration was maintained above the EC50

Main limitations: Cross-reactivity studies with other EHVs need fur-

(0.153 µg/mL) for at least 15 days. The overall cumulative clinical

ther investigation.

score was significantly reduced in VGCV treated ponies when com-

Conclusions: Functional EHV-1 PVs can be generated using a mini-

pared with controls (p<0.009; pyrexia duration, nasal discharge and

mum of four glycoproteins gB, gD, gH and gL. The addition of gC

coughing). Infectious EHV-1 shedding measured on RK13 cells was

neither enhances PV production nor is essential for cell entry. EHV-1

significantly reduced in the VGCV treated group when compared

neutralising antibodies can be quantified in experimentally infected

with the control group between D+1 and D+12 (p=0.006). Blood and

horse sera.

cell-associated viraemia were also both significantly reduced in the
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VGCV treated group (p=0.02 and 0.03, respectively). All ponies se-
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roconverted after infection.
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